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Investigating the P300 Response as a Marker of
Working Memory in Virtual Training Environments

Thomas G. Simpson and Karen Rafferty, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Conventional performance metrics fail to offer high-
resolution evaluation of learning and memory during training
tasks; the P300 component of the event-related potential (ERP)
is a promising tool for enhancing the assessment of training
quality in virtual environments, but this technique is yet to
be investigated. A driver training simulator and scenario were
developed to explore the capability of the P300 for this purpose.
A user study was conducted with 32 participants divided into
2 groups objectively determined by driving performance scores,
thus enabling observations of the P300 response to be equated
to varying levels of learning and memory. Participant electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) data was recorded during the procedure,
which was post-processed to filter and extract ERPs to capture
neural responses to specific events in the virtual training scenario.
These were combined to produce a result for each participant,
which was then grand averaged to create an overall ERP for
each group. Across the eight electrode sites statistically significant
differences were found between the grand average waveforms
of the two groups, with high memory retention producing
significantly greater peak to peak amplitude (U = 9.00, p = .045),
peak latency (U = 0.00, p < .001), and positive area (U = 13.00, p
= .05) of the waveform than low memory retention. The evidenced
relationship between the P300 response and working memory in
this context suggests it has the potential for monitoring learning
and memory in stimulus-driven virtual training systems.

Index Terms—EEG, P300, virtual training environments, driv-
ing simulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

SKILL acquisition is essential for human development;
from recreational activities to pursuing high-levels of

competency in a professional capacity, the demand for acces-
sible and optimised training systems is eminent [1]. Virtual
training systems demonstrate the potential to improve learning
practices under certain conditions by introducing features
such as haptics [2]–[4], enhanced visual information [5]–[8],
and intelligent tutoring [9]–[11], that combine for a unique
and dynamic pedagogical tool. With the advent of VR and
AR, virtual systems could offer ubiquitous, effective, and
affordable training solutions, with diverse libraries of skills
in the near future.

Successful training requires a high-cohesion between the
participant and system to enhance distribution of relevant skill
information, yet there are limited objective techniques avail-
able to determine the quality of training provided by virtual
systems. Common techniques to monitor training quality typ-
ically measure pre and post-training performance using met-
rics including error counting, completion time, performance
questionnaires, and task dependent objective metrics [2], [5],
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[8], [12]–[15]. These descriptions are revealing but insufficient
for reliable evaluation of perception and comprehension of
individual training elements. They can be advanced by com-
bining electrophysiological metrics to develop transparency
with the learning process and cultivate further understanding
of a candidate's training profile, and the relationship that has
with post-training performance.

The EEG can be used as an additional monitor of training
quality by inferring psychological states of the human in-
volved. This electrophysiological monitoring method operates
by recording brain activity which can be used to assess
cognitive behaviour such as mental workload [16], [17], emo-
tion [18], [19], and fatigue [20], in a passive brain-computer
interface (pBCI) configuration [21], [22], with varying degrees
of success. Another popular technique for monitoring neuro-
logical processing is the ERP, which is generated by the firing
of cortical neurons in response to a stimulus [23]. One of
the most studied components of this response is the P300, a
voltage deflection at approximately 300ms, which is utilised
in a range of applications, particularly in the medical sector
[24]–[26] and for cognitive workload [27].

The objective of the presented experiment is to investigate
the relationship between the P300 response and working
memory in the context of a virtual training environment,
an application currently unexplored in the literature. Partic-
ipant improvement rankings from pre and post-performance
assessment in a driver training simulator yield High Retention
(HR) participants and Low Retention (LR) participants as
two categorical independent groups. These are compared to
observe the effect induced on the P300 component of the ERP,
to demonstrate how participant neural activity modulates when
learning instructional cues in an applied context. These groups
are then further decomposed to ascertain greater resolution of
improvement score to better observe the effect.

The remainder of this paper chronicles work related to
this study, followed by descriptions of the system design and
experiment procedure, along with presentation and analysis of
the results.

II. RELATED WORK

A. EEG in Human-Machine Systems
There is a developing corpus of literature dedicated to

EEG analysis techniques for human-machine systems, yet
applications specifically for training contexts are currently
limited, this review will hence focus on related available
technology.

Data is typically acquired directly from the human compo-
nent of the system via the EEG headset, which is analysed
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with various possible techniques contingent on the psycho-
logical information required. Spectral analysis is one of the
standard methods used to quantify EEG data, where the Power
Spectral Density (PSD) component reflects the distribution
of signal power over frequency [28], which is employed for
a variety of applications in medicine [29], [30]. In many
of these measurement-based systems the subject does not
actively, explicitly, or voluntarily modulate EEG activity, in-
stead focussing on the task [31]; this popular configuration
is known as pBCI. In both real and virtual human-machine
systems, PSD has been integrated to estimate levels of driver
drowsiness [32], [33], in a pBCI configuration, allowing for
interventions that improve safety and well-being of system
users. This is accomplished with focus on the theta (4-7hz) and
alpha (8-12hz) bands [34], [35], which studies have correlated
with fatigue [36]. This technique demonstrates high-detection
accuracies [37] and is typically applied in conjunction with
other physiological measurements to improve efficacy [38].

There is strong evidence in the literature that EEG rhythm
oscillations are a basic form of communication between
cortical assemblies [39]. This effect has been utilised to
observe relationships between psychological responses and
rhythm oscillations to produce further insight into neurological
processes, such as evidence to suggest that episodic memory
operations are related to theta band synchronisation, whereas
semantic memory demands are associated with desynchronisa-
tion in the upper alpha band [40]. Furthermore, high workloads
have been shown to increase beta activity, which has also been
linked with changes in alertness and stress [41]. This technique
has been implemented for examining cognitive workload in
virtual training environments such as flight simulators. This
method is supported by findings that delta and beta band
activity increases with cognitive workload [42], [43] while
gamma band activity decreases, providing an objective metric
of mental effort in response to a task. This technique allows an
automated system to adapt to the workload level of a human
operator, beneficial in industrial workplaces and safety critical
environments such as human-machine operation [44].

Multiple techniques for extracting psychological informa-
tion from EEG data have been presented, with cognitive work-
load and fatigue the most pertinent for a prospective training
system. These attributes are effective tools for understanding
the training experienced by a participant, but their unreliable
relationship with learning and memory make them inadequate
measures of retention. These techniques are also inappropriate
for capturing immediate responses to instruction, establishing
a research aperture for a measurement technique that can
successfully detect learning and memory in a stimulus-driven
training context.

B. The P300 Response

The ERP is an index of brain activity obtained from
observing variations in electrical signals produced by the
firing of cortical neurons, which facilitates evaluation of rapid
alterations in neural processing [23]. More specifically, these
represent the summation of postsynaptic potentials from pop-
ulations of synchronously active, primarily cortical neurons

[45], [46], that generate a signal strong enough to be detected
at the scalp.

ERP exhibitions of neural activity are normally related
to specific information processing associated with a stimu-
lus [23]. The P300 component of the ERP is one of the
most frequently reported ERP components in information
processing [47] and is characterised by a positive voltage
deflection occurring between 250-400ms after delivery of a
rare or task-relevant stimulus within a train of frequent or non-
relevant stimuli [48], [49]. This component is closely related
to attentional resource allocation and working memory in both
frontal and parietal regions in the brain [50].

One common technique to elicit the P300 is the oddball
paradigm, which involves presentations of repetitive stimuli,
termed the frequent, which are infrequently interrupted by a
deviant stimulus, termed the oddball, which elicits a P300
response in the brain of the participant. This technique is
adopted frequently and enables researchers to examine the
response induced by different variables, facilitating much
research related to neural processing in patients with medical
conditions including schizophrenia [51], Alzheimers [52], and
old age [53]. For example, the P300 has been demonstrated
as providing useful information relevant for diagnosis of
Alzheimers in the early stages, as patients typically exhibit
reduced amplitudes and longer latencies [54] indicative of
deteriorating neural functionality.

The P300 has also been used to measure workload [55],
[56] by exploiting the inversely proportional relationship to
P300 amplitude evoked with the oddball paradigm, as allocated
mental faculties compromise processing of the stimuli.

Other research has predicted memory and learning capabil-
ities of subjects by correlating ERPs elicited by the oddball
paradigm with results from memory and learning tests [57],
finding that larger P300 amplitude correlated with higher test
scores, reinforcing the association between ERPs and learning
performance.

Virtual training systems could one day be ubiquitous, and it
will be important to observe the extent to which participants
are learning for personalisation and optimisation purposes.
The P300 signal is frequently used in medical science and
neuroscience applications, but its potential for assisting in
analysing learning and memory in a training context is promis-
ing. The relationship between the P300 and working memory
suggests that the signal could be a valuable metric for detecting
retention in virtual training systems, but there is little research
in these applied environments evaluating the suitability for this
purpose.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A driver training scenario was designed in Unity Game
Engine, software for developing interactive 3D virtual environ-
ments. The course was constructed using various components
available on the Unity Asset Store such as models for a
vehicle, track sections, trees, grass, and barriers. An aerial
image of the developed course is depicted in 2a. It was
designed to be demanding to help capture improvement, yet
concise to sustain participants concentration levels throughout
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the task. The vehicle physics were adjusted to be realistic
but also punishing for incorrect inputs, so that following the
instructions significantly benefited the participant.

The simulator was physically comprised of a Playseat
Evolution racing chair, a Logitech G920 driving force racing
wheel and floor pedals, and a NEC LCD 46 inch monitor with
a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels, as seen in Fig 1.

Zones were created around the course where subjects would
be expected to perform a particular action, dictated by a set of
sequential, location based, visual instructions. This was facili-
tated by a set of coloured transparent walls situated at certain
intervals around the track, where the colour was indicative
of the required response. As the subject advanced into the
instruction, they were expected to perform the corresponding
reaction at the moment of contact. For example, if a subject
travelled into one of the red transparent walls (visible in Fig
2b.) they were required to brake at the moment of contact, and
to continue this action until contact with a different instruc-
tion. Green instructions indicated the required response was
acceleration, with red for braking, and yellow for coasting1.
The location of these instructional cues were determined in
collaboration with the Queen's University Belfast Racing Team
and are designed for efficient traversal of the course.

To explore the effect of modality, an Arduino based vi-
brotactile system was developed to generate vibrations to the
relevant sensory input at the moment an instruction was en-
countered. For example, if the instruction was to accelerate, the
vibration module attached to the right foot of the participant
would vibrate to act as an additional prompt to respond. This
utility was enabled for 16 of the 32 participants.

The capturing of the P300 component was accomplished
using scripting in C#, triggered at the frame the instructional
cue is encountered. At this moment a signal was transmitted
from Unity to the Neuroelectrics Instrument Controller (NIC)
software, that accompanies the Enobio-8 EEG headset, using
Lab Streaming Layer (LSL) marker streams. The timing of
contact with the instructional cue was recorded and syn-
chronised with the EEG signal. It was at this moment that
the brain processed the information given by the instruction,
and an ERP was elicited. A file was recorded in the NIC
software that contains the voltage amplitude of each given
electrode and the corresponding timings, as well as a marker
for each instructional cue encountered. This allowed analysis
to be conducted in ERPLAB, an extension of EEGLAB
[58] which is an interactive MATLAB toolbox for processing
continuous and event-related EEG data, by the Swartz Center
of Computational Neuroscience.

A. EEG Headset

The headset utilised was the Enobio-8, a dry electrode
EEG headset by Neuroelectrics that operates wirelessly using
Bluetooth. It was connected to the main system throughout all
studies to facilitate recording of the EEG data throughout the
experiment. Data was collected at a sampling rate of 500Hz
from the sites F3, F4, F7, F8, Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz, and referenced to
the right mastoid.

1Neither accelerating nor braking

Fig. (1) Driving Simulator

IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

A. Objectives

The primary objective of this study was to examine the
relationship between the P300 and working memory in virtual
training environments, which was accomplished by observing
differences in the elicited P300 response for variations in
retention.

B. Design

A controlled between-subjects experiment with a 2x2 facto-
rial design was executed with 8 subjects in each of 4 different
groups. The first independent variable was the information
type of the instruction, which could be either visual-haptic
or visual. Two further groups were created based on objective
simulation metrics yielding the second independent variable
of retention, consisting of the sub-groups HR and LR (see
Section IV. E). There are hence four groups: HR visual-
haptic, LR visual-haptic, HR visual, and LR visual. This paper
focuses on the main effect observed on the P300 response
when the retention variable is modulated. Results regarding
modality are not explored in this paper, as no statistically
significant differences were found between visual and visual-
haptic groups for performance improvement (see Section VI.),
suggesting that modality has not influenced learning and
memory, which is the subject of this paper. The experiment is
designed to eliminate any interference of the additional haptic
modality by including equal proportions of visual and haptic
participants in each retention group.

All groups were given the same input location and timing
information but in slightly different modalities. All received
the same visual instructions, but the visual-haptic group had
additional vibrating motors attached to the ankles, which
activated at the moment of contact with the instructional cue
as stimulation to execute the command.
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(a) Aerial view of course including instructions, rendered as opaque
for clarity

(b) Driving Simulator Interface. Green circle indicates current instruc-
tion is accelerate, and red wall indicates a braking response is required
on contact. White line represents suggested trajectory for participant
to follow.

Fig. (2) Driving Simulation

Subjects were required to progress through the course with
the objective of learning to follow the communicated instruc-
tions, resulting in efficient traversal of the course, by braking,
accelerating, and coasting, at certain locations. Each subject
experienced the same location of instructions regardless of
ability or performance.

C. Hypotheses

H1: The HR group would elicit a P300 of larger amplitude
than the LR group, because more working memory resources
would be allocated to the task, generating greater neural
activity at the moment of instructional stimuli.

H2: The HR group would exhibit a P300 with an
increased peak latency, as this may reflect stimulus evaluation
or categorisation time [59], where information processing
operations are engaged for an increased duration to evaluate
instructional stimuli.

D. Participants

The participants consisted of 32 healthy adults selected via
department wide user study invitations. There were 2 left
handers, and 30 right handers. Ages of participants ranged
from 19 to 63 overall, and the average of the HR group (M
= 23.07yrs, SD = 3.53yrs), was slightly younger than the LR
group (M = 27.69yrs, SD = 11.04yrs).

E. Independent Variables

The independent variable in this experiment was the im-
provement scores of the participants, calculated by dividing
the percentage of correct responses in the post-training per-
formance phase by the score in the pre-training performance
phase. This result can then be defined as the percentage
improvement achieved in the final assessment phase relative
to the individuals initial score, reflecting behavioural improve-
ments from the baseline. The scores are recorded using the
same technique for both phases. There is less potential to
improve if a candidate recorded a high baseline score. This
is intentional as there is less for these individuals to learn
from the system, and they are likely to record reduced P300
characteristics. To study the main effect of retention, the inde-
pendent variable was isolated and dichotomised by combining
four groups obtained from a standard median split such that:
the top eight improving haptic-visual participants combined
with the top eight visual participants constituted the HR group,
and the bottom eight haptic-visual participants combined with
the bottom eight visual participants formed the LR group. For
an extended analysis, the groups are decomposed to study
the different P300 characteristics produced by modulating the
improvement score specifically, creating 0-10%, 10-25%, and
25-35% performance improvement groups. The thresholds of
these performance bins are chosen as a theoretical reflection
of performance improvement categories specific to this task,
where 0-10% improvement is a low improvement, 10-25% is
a medium improvement, and anything above 25% is a high
improvement. Limitations of categorising variables include
reducing information of the dataset and statistical power of
the analysis; however, it is a frequently adopted approach in
research as it allows for simplified interpretation and presen-
tation of the results.

The percentage of correct responses describes the quantity
of instructions correctly followed compared to the total instruc-
tions given. This was obtained by observing the instruction
communicated by the system and the action performed by
the participant. For example, if a participant accelerates in
a braking zone then an error would be counted. Each frame
spent performing the instructed action is counted as correct,
then the total correct responses divided by the total overall
responses is the score given for the percentage of instructions
followed. This metric observes memory retention of the correct
responses, characterised by the correct action in the appropri-
ate zone.

F. Dependent Variables

1) P300 Response: The dependent variable in this exper-
iment is the P300 component of the ERP, where all eight
electrode sites are evaluated, as well as a further analysis of Fz,
Cz, and Pz sites which are typically the focus in neuroscience
literature. Characteristics of the P300 component are valuable
for interpreting participant information processing: the am-
plitude measures the amount of neural activity in response
to the instructional stimuli, which describes the engagement
of information processing operations, where the peak latency
is thought to signify the duration of this process [60]. This
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Fig. (3) Distribution of Improvement Scores

amplitude is measured in potential (µV), the latency in time
(ms), and the total waveform area of the P300 response is
measured in the product of potential and time (µVs).

2) P300 Location: ERPs are generally observed in the
frontal and parietal lobe in the brain. The parietal lobe is
generally responsible for processing sensory information as
well as interpreting visual information, whereas the frontal
lobe controls important cognitive skills such as emotional
expression, problem solving, memory, and judgement. The
locations of ERP activation will help reveal the dynamic of
information processing in response to the stimuli [61].

G. Task
There were two types of different lap present in the study:

a lap with instructions that the participants were required to
follow, termed a training lap, and a lap without instructions
where the participants were required to replicate what was
learned in the training laps, termed a performance assessment
(PA) lap. The training lap is defined by visual representations
of the optimal locations to brake, accelerate, and coast, as well
as a suggested trajectory for subjects to follow as best possible.
The PA lap has no guidance available and is characterised as
examining the participants retention from the training phase.
In summary, the major difference between these two laps is
that there are no visual or haptic instructions present in the
PA lap.

Initially the subjects drove two PA laps, which would allow
for an evaluation of baseline performance that further laps
could be compared against. Subsequently, candidates would
complete four training laps, then two PA laps, then four
training laps, and a final two PA laps. Each training lap
contained 21 pedal-based instructions, for a total of 168 per
person, and a total of 2,688 ERP recordings per group. The
EEG epochs were extracted from these laps only, as the visual
cues were required to elicit the ERP response.

H. Protocol
Participants were emailed a participant information sheet

prior to signing up, containing information about the experi-
ment and requirements of the individual. Upon arrival subjects

Fig. (4) Frequency Distribution of Improvement Scores

were required to fill out consent forms approving use of
their data for the experiment, as well as acknowledging the
procedure. A written explanation of the visual guidance was
presented to inform candidates of appropriate responses to
the system; requirements were challenged verbally, prior to
commencement, to ensure understanding.

The EEG headset was fitted to the participant. The right
mastoid was cleaned with disinfecting solution and gel elec-
trodes were subsequently attached for grounding, impedance
values were then measured and confirmed to be below 40KΩ.
The participant was seated in the driving seat of the simu-
lator, which was adjusted to fit their profile. Haptic motors
were attached to the wrists and ankles of the visual-haptic
participants. The EEG data was visually inspected to ensure
that reasonable measurements were being recorded. In-ear
headphones were provided that would enable system audio and
a curtain was then positioned around the simulator to eliminate
distractions.

Following the conclusion of the driving element of the study,
a simple questionnaire was completed by the participants.
This included questions regarding age; attention given to the
instructional cues; and general subjective questions, inviting
feedback and suggestions, particularly for improving the qual-
ity of the simulator.

The study received ethical approval from the Engineering
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Fig. (5) Simplified Experiment Diagram. Only the final 2 PA
laps behavioural performance is compared to the baseline.

and Physical Sciences (EPS) Faculty Research Ethics Com-
mittee at Queen’s University Belfast, in accordance with the
proportionate review process. Consent to use data from the
experiment was received from all participants.

I. Statistical Tests

Statistical tests were required to examine the difference in
the means or medians between the two groups, where the
dataset must be recognized as either meeting the assumptions
required for a parametric statistical model prior to testing.
If the data met the assumptions for a parametric test the
independent samples t-test would be chosen to compare the
means, otherwise the non-parametric equivalent, the Mann-
Whitney U test, would be selected to accommodate the dataset.

When comparing the groups, a one-way ANOVA would be
applied if the data met the assumptions of a parametric test,
otherwise the Kruskal-Wallis H test would be selected. The
hypotheses were determined prior to the experiment, hence
multiple correction testing was not as critical as in high-
throughput experiments without preplanned hypotheses [62].
However, to satisfy this experiment feature and reinforce the
validity of the results, the Benjamini and Hochberg false
discovery rate was applied to adjust the p-Values for the
number of tests. This procedure is chosen as it is a powerful
and popular tool for decreasing the probability of a Type I
error [63]; all p-Values were adjusted using this technique.

V. EEG ANALYSIS METHOD

After the user studies had been concluded the EEG data was
loaded into ERPLAB for post-processing. The data was filtered
with a Hamming window sinc finite impulse response (FIR)
non-causal filter, using a 0.5Hz high-pass filter to remove DC
offset, and a 30Hz low-pass filter to eliminate 50Hz line noise.
The EEG files were then epoched at all moments where the
instructions were interacted with from 100ms pre-stimulus to
800ms post-stimulus, which was then baseline corrected to the
pre-stimulus period.

Once the data was epoched, artefact rejection techniques
were utilised to identify low quality EEG data for removal.
The moving window peak to peak threshold was applied with
a 100µV threshold, a 200ms full-width moving window with a
50ms step size. The remaining epochs that had a high enough
data quality to pass through the filter were averaged across
each group to produce one grand average waveform for the
HR group, and one for the LR group. A waveform for each site
was produced and a variety of procedures were then applied to
quantify characteristics of each waveform, including peak to
peak amplitude, peak latency, and positive waveform analysis,
to determine any statistically significant differences between
the two groups by comparing median values. The ERP’s were
quantified for each individual site and the median was found
across all sites. This analysis was executed programmatically
in ERPLAB, with the application of various mathematical
procedures.

The N200 peak was calculated by pre-defining the win-
dow (150-250ms) and observing the largest voltage deflection
within that time-period, with the same technique applied to
the P300 peak for its relevant window (200-600ms), where the
difference between the two yields the peak to peak amplitude
(discussed further in Section VI.). The procedure applied to
calculate the peak latency was to identify the local peak
voltage deflection within the defined window (200-600ms),
by selecting the greatest magnitude in the array of values
and observing the corresponding latency. The positive area
waveform was determined by setting all negative values to
zero and calculating the resulting waveform area within the
specified window (200-600ms).

VI. RESULTS

The waveforms presented in Fig 6. illustrate the average
response observed following the instructional cue at the elec-
trode sites Fz, Cz, and Pz, demonstrating the high retention
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TABLE I
P300 CHARACTERISTICS TABLE

Variable U Stat p-Value LR HR Difference (%)
Peak to Peak Amplitude 9.00 0.045 1.838µV 2.638µV +43.52
Peak Latency 0.00 <0.001 286ms 361ms +26.22
Positive Waveform Area 13.00 0.050 0.2200µVs 0.3789µVs +72.23
Improvement Score 0.00 <0.001 4.78% 19.98% +417.99
Attention to Instructions 115.50 0.861 81.9% 82.7% +0.10

(a) Fz

(b) Cz

(c) Pz
Fig. (6) High Retention Group vs. Low Retention Group at
electrode sites Fz, Cz, and Pz, with 15Hz low-pass filter for
cosmetic enhancement.

group with a larger P300 amplitude and higher peak latency.
Both HR and LR groups contained an equal distribution
of haptic and visual-haptic participants. Here, improvement
is mathematically defined as the overall difference in the
percentage of correct actions produced in the initial assessment
compared to the final assessment. Groups for performance
improvement, modality, and attention rating had a non-normal
distribution and small sample size that made a parametric test
unsuitable, thus the statistical test selected was the Mann-
Whitney U test. The HR group performance improvement (M
= +19.98%, SD = 8.87%) was greater than observed in the
LR group (M = +4.78%, SD = 0.0329%) (U = 0.00, p <
.001). There were no statistically significant differences found
in retention between the visual-haptic and visual groups (U =
114.00, p = .616), hence the results are not further explored in
this paper as the objective is to explore learning and memory.
Furthermore, no interaction effect was found between modality
and the P300 response which was explored by generating
two new groups based on modality and measuring the ERP
created for each group. When comparing the groups, no sta-
tistically significant differences were observed in the metrics
where peak to peak amplitude, peak latency, and positive area
waveform all tested above the significance threshold (p > .05).

Following the study, participants rated their attention to
the instructions on a scale of 1-10, with 10 referring to the
highest amount of attention. Subjects that scored less than
4 were omitted from the analysis, which resulted in one
participant excluded from the HR group. This was because
any performance increase accomplished was unlikely to be a
consequence of training, compromising the link to the ERPs
and reducing validity of the results. All other participants rated
their attention to the instructions as 6 or higher, with both the
HR group (M = 8.27, SD = 0.98) and the LR group (M = 8.19,
SD = 1.22) subjectively rating attention to the instructions
similarly with no significant differences found (U = 115.50, p
= .861), with high averages suggesting adequate engagement
with the training. It is hence unlikely that detected effects are
a result of modulations in attention, as the groups subjective
scores are so similar, further isolating observations of memory.

ERPLAB was used to determine all of the waveform
analysis conducted. The peak-to-peak amplitude was mea-
sured using the N200-P300 method to measure the change in
potential induced by the stimuli, utilised in multiple studies
as a measure of the P300 [64]–[66]. This value describes
the largest amplitude observed between 200ms and 600ms
minus the smallest value from between 150 and 250ms, where
these values are chosen as they are typical windows for the
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maximum P300 amplitude [67], [68] and the maximum N200
amplitude [69], [70] yielding P300 peak to peak amplitude.

The statistics present the median value and the Median
Absolute Deviation (MAD), which are more resistant to the
data than the mean equivalent [71]. All significance values
given in Section VI. are the exact significance two-tailed
values.

Following a comparison of HR and LR P300 characteristics,
the groups are broken down further into subgroups of improve-
ment scores. This generates three new groups: 0-10%, 10-25%,
and 25-35% improvement over baseline. This further analysis
yields better insight into the different P300 characteristics
observed in each group.

A. Peak to Peak Amplitude

The Mann-Whitney U test was performed to compare the
medians across the eight sites of the two groups which found
that the peak to peak amplitude of the HR group (M =
2.6380µV, MAD = 0.3717µV) was statistically significant (U
= 9.00, p = .045), and greater than the LR group (M =
1.8381µV, MAD = 0.2853µV). This means that the null hy-
pothesis can be rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis
that the first group's data distribution differs from the second
and hence, given the similar data distribution, the two groups
produce a different median peak to peak amplitude of the P300
wave across the electrode sites. The HR group peak to peak
amplitude was 43.52% larger than that of the LR. Most ERP
studies [51], [72], [73], focus on the sites Fz, Cz, and Pz, as
these locations exhibit the strongest effects in most scenarios;
at these sites the HR group peak to peak (M = 2.7148µV,
MAD = 0.1937µV) was 38.05% larger than the LR group (M
= 1.9665µV, MAD = 0.2307µV).

The groups were further deconstructed and the Kruskal-
Wallis H test was applied to detect any significant difference
between the three groups (H(2) = 16.340, p < .001). Post-hoc
testing with the Mann-Whitney U test demonstrates statistical
significance between the 25-35% group and the 0-10% group
(U = 0.00, p < .001), as well as between the 10-25% group
and the 0-10% group (U = 0.00, p < .001), but no significant
differences between the 25-35% group and the 10-25% group
(U = 18.00, p = .181) for peak to peak amplitude. Both the
25-35% and 10-25% group produce significantly greater peak
to peak amplitude than the 0-10% group but produce a similar
amplitude to the other (see Table III).

B. Peak Latency

The peak latencies of the waveforms describe the time of the
peak amplitude between 200ms and 600ms after the stimuli.
A Mann-Whitney U test was applied to compare the medians
of the two groups finding that the difference between the HR
group (M = 361.00ms, MAD = 2.50ms) and the LR group
(M = 286.00ms, MAD = 19.00ms) was statistically significant
(U = 0.00, p < .001). These values are low because every
waveform from the HR group had a higher value for latency
than the LR group. The peak latency was found to be 26.22%
higher on average for HR than LR, and at the sites Fz, Cz,
and Pz, the HR group (M = 362.00ms, MAD = 2.22ms)

had a 33.09% higher peak latency than the LR group (M =
272.00ms, MAD = 17.78ms).

The groups were further decomposed and the Kruskal-
Wallis H test was applied to detect any statistically significant
differences between the three groups (H(2) = 15.478, p <
.001). Post-hoc testing with the Mann-Whitney U test demon-
strates statistical significance between the 25-35% group and
the 0-10% group (U = 0.00, p < .001), as well as between the
10-25% group and the 0-10% group (U = 0.00, p < .001), but
no significant differences between the 25-35% group and the
10-25% group (U = 21.50, p = .181) for peak latency. Both
the 25-35% and 10-25% group produce significantly greater
peak latency than the 0-10% group but produce similar peak
latencies to the other (see Table III).

C. Positive Waveform Area

A positive waveform analysis was conducted in ERPLAB
to determine the value of the positive waveform area between
200ms and 600ms. This dataset was also required the Mann-
Whitney U test which found that the difference between the
HR group (M = 0.3789µVs, MAD = 0.0648µVs) and the LR
group (M = 0.2200µVs, MAD = 0.0644µVs) was statistically
significant (U = 13.00, p = .05). On average, the HR group
had a P300 wave that was 72.23% greater than that of the
LR, and at the sites Fz, Cz, and Pz, the HR group (M =
0.3738µVs, MAD = 0.0246µVs) produced a positive area that
was 96.74% larger than the LR group (M = 0.1900µVs, MAD
= 0.0333µVs).

The groups were further deconstructed and the Kruskal-
Wallis H test was applied to detect any significant difference
between the three groups (H(2) = 13.732, p = .001). Post-
hoc testing with the Mann-Whitney U test finds statistical
significance between the 25-35% group and the 0-10% group
(U = 0.00, p < .001), as well as between the 10-25% group
and the 0-10% group (U = 9.50, p = .023), and no significant
differences between the 25-35% group and the 10-25% group
(U = 14.00, p = .084) for positive waveform area. Both the 25-
35% and 10-25% group produce significantly greater positive
waveform area than the 0-10% group (see Table III).

D. Scalp Maps

Scalp maps in Fig 7. depict the mean voltage deflection ex-
hibited between 200ms and 600ms. This allows a visualisation
of the areas in the brain that were the most active in response
to the training instructions. It can be observed that the HR
participants demonstrate greater neural activity in the frontal
and parietal cortices, that have been consistently linked with
working memory in the literature [57].

VII. DISCUSSION

The results demonstrate a greater peak to peak amplitude
for HR, which describes greater neural activity in response
to the stimuli, or more specifically, greater summations of
postsynaptic potentials from populations of synchronously ac-
tive, primarily cortical neurons [45] [46]. The HR group were
more successful at reproducing the instructions experienced in
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TABLE II
P300 COMPARISON STATISTICS GROUPED BY IMPROVEMENT SCORE

Variable
25-35% Improv. 10-25% Improv.

U Stat p-Value % Diff.1 U Stat p-Value % Diff.1

10-25% Improv.
Peak to Peak Amplitude 18.00 0.181 +9.56% - - -
Peak Latency 21.50 0.279 -1.92% - - -
Positive Waveform Area 14.00 0.084 +36.67% - - -

0-10% Improv.
Peak to Peak Amplitude 0.00 <0.001 +68.21% 9.50 0.023 +53.53%
Peak Latency 0.00 <0.001 +14.42% 0.00 <0.001 +16.67%
Positive Waveform Area 0.00 <0.001 +100.00% 0.00 <0.001 +46.34%

TABLE III
P300 CHARACTERISTICS BY IMPROVEMENT SCORE

Variable 0-10% Improv. 10-25% Improv. 25-35% Improv.
Peak to Peak Amplitude (MAD) 1.840µV (0.307µV) 2.825µV (0.315µV) 3.095µV (0.319µV)
Peak Latency (MAD) 312ms (11.63ms) 364ms (32.13ms) 357ms (5.00ms)
Positive Waveform Area (MAD) 0.205µVs (0.029µVs) 0.300µVs (0.075µVs) 0.410µVs (0.064µVs)

training, hence the results suggest a relationship between the
neural activity as a response to the instruction stimuli and the
amount of instruction information retained, anticipated in the
first hypothesis. This echoes previous studies that have linked
the P300 to memory and learning processes such as encoding,
retention, and recollection of the stimulus [57], contributing
the instance of an applied training environment. In particular,
the results appear to link with working memory, and the overall
attentional resources allocated at the moment of instruction.

Further breakdown of the results indicates that there are
significant differences between different improvement scores
for peak to peak amplitude. Both the 25-35% group and
the 10-25% group produce statistically significant differences
compared with the 0-10% group, but no significant differences
between them, hence the magnitude of neural activity at in-
struction is similar in both groups. There is some evidence that
the 25-35% group have produced slightly larger amplitudes as
the median value is marginally greater, indicating that there
could be a small effect size. This suggests there could be a
limitation on the efficacy of using the peak to peak amplitude
as a measurement and that this particular response dynamic is
similar. This could be for a variety of reasons, such as an upper
limit on the amplitude of the P300 response causing smaller
deviations at greater magnitudes. A larger experiment with
increased data would be required to determine the differences
with improved resolution.

The latency at which the component peaks has been de-
scribed as an indicator of stimulus evaluation or categorisation
time, with longer latencies indicating more effortful categori-
sation [60], [74]. The peak latency observed is higher for the
HR group, which signifies that the information was processed

1Difference is calculated for the column, relative to the row. For example,
the 25-35% group had a median peak to peak amplitude that was 9.56%
greater than the 10-25% group, as seen in Table II.

for longer as the measurement indicates that the neurons
fired for a greater duration. This suggests that candidates
who improved more had put more effort into categorising
stimuli, predicted in the second hypothesis. Further breakdown
of the results suggests that there is not a major difference
between the 25-35% and 10-25% group for peak latency,
signifying that categorisation times were similar in both cases.
It is possible that there is an upper limit on the amount of
categorisation time necessary, or even an optimal associated
with this particular task.

Positive waveform analysis describes the positive area under
the curve, describing the overall magnitude of the information
processing response. This technique is often considered the
optimal for analysing the P300 waveform as it is not as
susceptible to noise as other techniques, and the selection
of measurement window is much less influential on the re-
sult [75]. This measurement is larger for the HR group at
nearly double the magnitude for the Fz, Cz, and Pz regions,
implying that the overall information processing response to
the instructions was greater. Further breakdown of the results
finds statistical significance between certain groups. There is
no statistical significance between the 25-35% group and the
10-25% group, but there could be a small effect size which
would require more results to analyse further. This technique
observes greater differences between the groups than the other
techniques, which is possibly because peak to peak amplitude
and peak latency only measure cognitive processes preceding
the peak, whereas positive waveform analysis captures oper-
ations over the entirety of the defined window. Furthermore,
this suggests that there is still some difference in complex
information processing operations between the groups, which
is also reflected in the concomitant behavioural improvement.

All three of the presented characteristics that describe the
P300 are important for gaining an overall description of
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(a) High Retention

(b) Low Retention
Fig. (7) Scalp Map of Average P300 Voltage Deflection
Between 200ms and 600ms. The scalp map presented is a vi-
sualisation and accurate only around the electrodes displayed.
Areas where there are no electrodes present are subject to
interpolation and are not claimed to be accurate.

the information processing that occurred as a response to
instructional stimuli.

The scalp maps offer a visualisation of the neural activity
location which illustrates the elements of the brain most
involved in the cognitive processes. The parietal lobe is
generally responsible for processing sensory information as
well as interpreting visual information, whereas the frontal
lobe controls important cognitive skills such as emotional
expression, problem solving, memory, and judgement. There
is significantly greater activation in both the frontal and
parietal lobes for the HR participants which suggests that
these elements of the brain are being utilised more effectively.
It is mainly the frontal lobe that is responsible for working
memory, so it is expected to observe this area as more active
for higher retentions, supporting the theory that the neural
activity observed is a result of complex memory processes
occurring in the brain. Greater frontal activation has been
previously documented in skill acquisition [61], which is
further demonstrated in this experiment. In this regard, the
experiment offers further evidence of hyperfrontality in skill

(a) Peak to Peak Amplitude

(b) Peak Latency

(c) Positive Waveform Area
Fig. (8) Box Plots of Waveform Characteristics Across Elec-
trode Sites

acquisition.
The P300 has been demonstrated to modulate with atten-

tional resource allocation in the wider literature [50], [55],
[76], it hence seems likely that the amount of attention
assigned to the instructions will vary the P300 character-
istics. Furthermore, individuals with high working memory
capacities may make more efficient use of neural resources to
keep their attention focused on the task-relevant information,
thus the working memory abilities of an individual will likely
modulate the P300 [57], [77]. It is possible that both the natural
working memory abilities of an individual and the amount of
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attention given to the instructions are modulating the P300
response in this context. It is important to reiterate that
this experiment offers evidence of between-subject variability,
not within-subject variability, however, there is reasonable
evidence of this from the wider literature which is valuable
for interpretation.

If high-resolution perception of the P300 was available, the
literature links to working memory suggest it would assist in
detecting learning in virtual training systems, via detection
of individual working memory capacity and applied attention.
It could then be employed in a human-computer training
system such that the training can be adapted and optimised to
accommodate different training preferences. It could also be
applied to interpret the quality of training cues, as participants
will learn more from effective instructions, hence designers
could run studies to compare training quality among different
systems.

VIII. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This study is limited to comparing the grand average ERP
waveforms of the groups because of the implementation de-
manded by the experiment design. While differences between
the groups have been successfully analysed, it is important
to conduct further research for superior understanding of the
relationship between extremes. With the technology currently
available, wet EEG could be utilised to obtain higher quality
responses as it is less susceptible to noise [78], potentially
allowing for a higher resolution analysis. This could also be
achieved with a similar study containing more participants.
Another option is to increase the amount of total ERP re-
sponses by redesigning the experiment to have more laps.
This was not possible in this experiment because participant
attention would likely deteriorate beyond this time frame; it
would also compromise subjects desire to participate due to
an increased overall duration.

Furthermore, a major limitation of this technique is the
requirement of external stimuli to elicit the P300 response on
many occasions to produce a reliable result. However, there is
a whole field dedicated to improving the signal quality of the
EEG [79], [80], as well as improving single trial capture and
analysis of the P300 response [81], [82]; with advancements
in this field it could be possible to discern ERPs with far
fewer trials. With improvements in the technology a higher
quality ERP could be obtained for each participant, then a
linear regression model could be used to further understand the
relationship between the P300 and the quantity learned, which
would help greatly in developing the P300 as a measurement
tool for virtual training environments. This would then allow
predictions of post-training performance to be made, based on
the characteristics of an individuals P300 observed in training.

IX. CONCLUSION

A virtual performance driver training system was developed
using the Unity Game Engine that was designed to give visual
instructions about the location and timing of an action that
participants were required to perform, in order to teach a fixed
sequence of actions that would result in efficient traversal of

the supplied driving course. Both the action required and the
action performed by the subject were recorded, which would
act as a metric for determining the amount of instructions
correctly followed.

Two groups were then created by taking the amount of
instructions correctly followed during the last performance
assessment phase and comparing that to the amount of in-
structions followed prior to any training and separating them
to generate groups of high and low retention participants. This
technique facilitated comparison between the ERPs generated
in the brain at the point of instruction for the HR and LR
groups. The groups were then further decomposed to facilitate
a more insightful analysis.

The Enobio-8 Dry EEG Headset was used to record the
brainwaves during the procedure, and signals were sent from
the simulator to the NIC software using LSL streams to
record the moment that a new instruction was administered.
Data was processed and ERPs were extracted, which were
grand averaged based on the magnitude of improvement from
pre-training to post-training. Across the eight electrode sites
statistical significance was found between the HR groups and
the LR groups for the peak to peak amplitude (U = 9.00, p =
.045), the peak latency (U = 0.00, p < .001), and the positive
area (U = 13.00, p = .05) which were all greater for the HR
group.

In conclusion, the latency and amplitude of the signal
are modulated by retention which suggests that the char-
acteristics of this signal, that describe the magnitude and
duration of neural activity associated with the stimuli, are
potentially suitable for detecting working memory in virtual
environments with stimuli-based learning procedures. There is
evidence that positive waveform area is the better technique
for discriminating between behavioural improvement as the
results suggest a closer relationship, which could be because
it captures more of the neurological process. However, the
P300 is a complex cognitive response and additional research
is required to better understand its relationship with mem-
ory in this context. Significant technological advancements
are mandatory for high-resolution implementations, but this
experiment has successfully demonstrated the potential of a
practical realisation.

This paper has contributed evidence regarding the rela-
tionship between the P300 and retention in virtual training
environments, and as EEG technology improves and virtual
training systems become more intelligent, the use of the P300
to recognise learning in functional virtual training systems
should be researched further.
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